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Addendum

Note by the Secretariat *.

This document contains information provided by the representative of Romania.

5. Notifications by the Contracting Parties regarding the Administrative Authorities and Technical Services

[...]

C. Romania

Administrative authority:

Registru Auto Român – RAR
(Romanian Automotive Register – RAR)
Departament Inspecții Tehnice
Periodice și Supravegherea Parc Național de Vehicule

Tel: (+40.21) 2027000
Fax: (+40.21) 3181754
E-mail: itpsnv@rarom.ro

* In accordance with the programme of work of the Inland Transport Committee for 2020 as outlined in proposed programme budget for 2020 (A/74/6 (part V sect. 20) para 20.37), the World Forum will develop, harmonize and update UN Regulations in order to enhance the performance of vehicles. The present document is submitted in conformity with that mandate.
Note: the table containing Accredited technical inspection centres is deleted.

6. **Technical Inspection Certificates which are in use in the Contracting Parties as an alternative to the model of Appendix 2 of the Agreement (para. 4 Appendix 2)**

[...]

F. **Romania**

(Two alternatives, both valid together with the annex to the registration certificate)
CERTIFICAT DE INSPECȚIE TEHNICĂ PERIODICĂ

(ROADWORTHINESS CERTIFICATE)

(1) numărul de identificare al vehiculului (FVV number)

(2) numărul de înmatriculare al vehiculului și simbolul țării de înmatriculare (registration plate number of the vehicle and country symbol of the State of registration)

(3) locul și data șoferului (place and date of the test)

(4) indicația kilometrului, la data efectuării șoferului, dacă este disponibilă (odometer reading at the time of the test, if available)

(5) data vehiculului, dacă este disponibilă (vehicle data, if available)

(6) defecte identificate și categoria aferentă (identified defects and their category)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cod (num)</th>
<th>Denumirea defectului (name of the defect)</th>
<th>Categorie (category)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(7) evaluarea globală a vehiculului (overall assessment of the vehicle)

(8) data următoarei șoferului tehnici periodice (date of next periodic test: conform anexei la certificatul de înmatriculare (see the annex to the Registration Certificate)

(9) nume și semnătura șoferului responsabil de șoferul tehnic periodice (name and signature of the inspector responsible for the test)

(10) alte informații (other information)

A se pune la baza nostră să se furnizeze informații căpătate prin analiza și respectarea normelor de șoferul tehnic periodice (entry in the national data base regarding the periodic technical inspections)

Se amânunță modificarea simbolului de înmatriculare prevăzut în p. 2 în cazul înlocuirii șoferului (including the case where certification is issued after a vehicle is re-registered in Romania on the issuing data and therefore the registration number was not mentioned in this certificate)

To be kept in the vehicle
ANNEX TO THE REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE

ISSUED BY REGISTRATION AUTHORITY

LEGEND:

1. SERIAL NUMBER
2. REGISTRATION PLATE
3. NEXT PTI DATA MENTIONED BY THE REGISTRATION AUTHORITY
   WHEN THE VEHICLE IS NEW OR A NEW REGISTRATION
   CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED
4. INSPECTION ORGANISATION CODE
5. SIGNATURE AND STAMP OF THE INSPECTOR RESPONSIBLE FOR THE TEST
6. SECURITY STICKER WITH HOLOGRAM (SERIALLY NUMBERED)
7. ENTRY IN THE NATIONAL DATA BASIS REGARDING THE PTI
8. DATE OF NEXT PERIODICAL TEST

OR

ISSUED BY PTI STATION (AFTER COMPLETION OF THE
ANNEX ISSUED BY REGISTRATION AUTHORITY)

LEGEND (SAME AS ABOVE)

9. VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NOT MANDATORY)